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 Call of Duty 2 HD Remastered, new DLC and maps on the way, and a World War 2-themed Mode in Call of Duty: WWII The upcoming Call of Duty: WWII will have a “World War 2-themed” mode with multiple DLCs after its release, the developer Infinity Ward shared in the latest issue of Official PlayStation Magazine (June 2018, issue 317). This mode will be free for PS Plus members. Infinity
Ward also shared the news about Call of Duty 2 HD Remastered, the remastered version of the original Call of Duty 2. The remaster will be released for PS4, Xbox One, and PC at $9.99. Also in June, the developer revealed the new DLC for Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare called “Shadows of Evil”. The new content will consist of 10 new multiplayer maps. Additionally, there will be 4 new wave of

multiplayer maps as part of the first DLC: Elemental Steel Rail Nemesis Final Score Do not miss the complete list of the details from the developer: [UPDATE] : Call of Duty: WWII is now available on the PS4. New Video [UPDATE] : Two new videos are now live on the official YouTube channel of Call of Duty: WWII. Call of Duty: WWII Patch Notes Concept Art Articles Video More from the
developer Portrait by: B. Ballade This website is not affiliated with the official Call of Duty franchise, Activision or Treyarch. This website is an unofficial fan site. This is in no way affiliated with Activision or Treyarch.David Bradley By UPI staff The North Dakota State Bison head coach died Saturday from cancer, the school said. (AP Photo) David Bradley, the respected head coach of the North
Dakota State Bison men's basketball team who oversaw his alma mater's historic run of 19 straight NCAA tournament appearances, died Saturday in Fargo, N.D. He was 62. Bradley, who had been diagnosed with prostate cancer, was admitted to a hospital in Fargo Saturday night, according to ESPN.com. He died early Sunday morning. "We are deeply saddened by the loss of Coach Bradley and the

Bison family," NDSU athletics director Mark Costello said in a statement. "Dave 82157476af
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